See Action Item AG&LU-114.1 regarding agriculturally zoned areas within these land use designations.
MOUNTAIN PEAK WINERY

APN
032-500-033
41.76 Ac.

Legend
Wineries
Status
Producing
Producing with pending major mod
Approved
Pending
Unknown
Zoning
Parcels

Driveway
Soda Canyon Rd
APN
032-500-033
41.76 Ac.

06-21-2016 7D UP
SECTION C

SECTION D

VISUAL ANALYSIS SITE SECTIONS
## Entry Monument and Gate

- Low Level LED Spotlights (4)
- D-10 Tall Pruned with Pointed Base
- Aluminum Signage 20 Square Feet
- Mountain View Cherry

## WeLo Calculations

### Gate Elevation and WeLo Calculations